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1. At the start of this game, Emperor Hans summons its protagonists with the help of a
group of carrier pigeons. This game’s commercial failure led to the end of Takeru, a small
developer run by former Capcom employees, who released it in Japan under the name
Lickle. This game’s characters can get a permanent health boost by collecting crystal balls.
A mouse, a dragon, and a golem accompany this game’s bell-throwing title figure as playable
characters, which the player can switch between at any time. For 10 points, name this rare NES
platformer whose title character is unrelated to a certain biblical figure.
ANSWER: Little Samson

2. Description acceptable. Like the G.F.S. Olympus and the Valhalla, this object was built on
Aliehs III. A mini-game in which this object is controlled by the Wii U Gamepad is the only
instance of this object being controllable in any of the games in which it appears. At the
start of one game, this vehicle is hit by a bolt of dark energy and crashes in a temple garden
on Aether. This vehicle was destroyed after its pilot was attacked by an X Parasite while visiting
SR388. This vehicle travels to a colony on Ceres to deliver an infant creature, and is later left on
Crateria’s surface on Zebes. For 10 points, name this vehicle used by a Nintendo bounty hunter.
ANSWER: Samus’s ship (accept answers that describe the spaceship used by Samus Aran;
prompt on just “ship” or the like)

3. An unbelievably poorly-worded tweet about this game partially reading “GET SOME!”
led to it no longer being exclusive to the Ouya. At the 2016 Game Awards, a developer of
this game gave a speech noting that the game was “not the story we wanted to tell.” This
Numinous Games release is accompanied by the documentary Thank You for Playing and
includes a racing level inspired by a real-life wagon ride. Another portion of this game depicts
its central figure as a brave knight battling a mythical creature, which gives this game its name.
Ryan and Amy Green’s late son Joel is the subject of, for 10 points, what game about the horrors
of a terminal disease?
ANSWER: That Dragon, Cancer

4. The bizarre hidden ending to Contra: Shattered Soldier depicts its protagonists fighting
what appears to be this character. A 2011 game that revived this character depicts him
returning to the kingdom of Zephyrus. The first game to feature this character also depicts
the awesomely named villain Devligus Devotindos, who is seeking the battle station Pig
Star. This creature is the title character of two completely different 1994 games that share
the same name and box art. One item wielded by this character can be charged up to launch him
in eight different directions. Goggles, a sword, and a jetpack are wielded by, for 10 points, what
opposum and protagonist of Rocket Knight Adventures?
ANSWER: Sparkster (accept Rocket Knight before mention)
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5. The cancelled and ultraviolent game Thrill Kill was adapted into a game about people in
this profession. The 2014 web-based game Move That Doh was made by a person better
known for having this profession. The also-cancelled game Fear and Respect was slated to
star a man in this profession. An utterly awful SNES basketball game starring people in this
profession has the ominous phrase “Volume 1” in its title, though there was never a sequel. A
large number of people with this job appear in a surprisingly great mid-2000s series that includes
“Icon” and “Fight for New York,” and another of them appears in “Blood on the Sand.” For 10
points, what is Parappa?
ANSWER: rappers (or hip hop artists or similar; prompt on “musicians” or other vagueness)

6. This man’s namesake development studio released the 2017 game Gunman Taco Truck.
Uptime Magazine released several of this man’s early games, including one starring
Dangerous Dave. This co-founder of Monkeystone Games and Ion Storm was briefly tied to
the 2005 reboot of Gauntlet and produced the 1996 game Heretic. Another game by this man
depicts two warring Japanese clans fighting over the title weapon. This inventor of the term
“deathmatch” later expressed regret over a work mentioning him that said, among other things,
“suck it down.” For 10 points, name this iconic FPS designer who, according to a full-page ad
for Daikatana, was “about to make you his bitch.”
ANSWER: (Alfonso) John Romero

7. One game for this console set in 2100 A.D. depicts two gunfighters having a shootout in a
field full of mushrooms. In Europe, this console was sold as the Videopac. This console’s
“Master Strategy Series” games, including Conquest of the World, incorporated this console
into a board game. Almost all of the games released for this console have titles that end in
exclamation points, including the brazen Pac-Man ripoff K.C. Munchkin! This console’s
cartridges had handles that made them easy to remove, though its Atari-esque controllers were
hardwired. This console is the successor to a console devised by Ralph Baer. For 10 points, name
this Philips and Magnavox console, a follow-up to the first home console.
ANSWER: Odyssey2 (do not accept or prompt on “Odyssey”)

8. A cinematic from this game depicts Captain Haggs and Lieutenant Bock, the latter of
whom is called “an idiot,” and both of whom are ambushed in a refinery. This game
introduced the Grizzly, a vehicle that serves as both a bomber and a personnel carrier.
Development of this game shifted in 2004 from Nihilistic to Swingin’ Ape Studios. The
stealthy Nova is this game’s title psionic assassin, who is embroiled in a war between the
Koprulu Liberation front and the Terran Dominion. An “indefinite hold” was among the last
announcements concerning, for 10 points, what unreleased action game based on StarCraft?
ANSWER: StarCraft: Ghost
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9. One foe of this character, Captain Vladimir, is a former cosmonaut who believes he’s still
in space. This character is first seen living in a motel in Santa Destroy, California where he,
upon finding himself low on money to buy video games, accepts a contract to kill
Helter-Skelter. This character wears a shirt from Pure White Lover Bizarre Jelly, his
favorite anime series. This man climbs the ranks of the United Assassins Association with
various wrestling moves and a weapon dubbed the “Blood Berry” in games including the sequel
”Desperate Struggle.” A beam katana is wielded by, for 10 points, what alliteratively named
protagonist of Suda51’s No More Heroes?
ANSWER: Travis Touchdown

10. The open source puzzle game Enigma involves moving one of these objects and is based
on a similar game named Oxyd. In the Japanese version of The World Ends With You, Tin
Pin Slammer is instead named for these objects. A 1997 Maxis puzzle game requires
dropping six different colors of these objects. The Wii game Kororinpa is centered on this type
of object. In Earthworm Jim 3D, Jim must recover these objects that Jim has both literally and
figuratively lost. An isometric 1984 Atari arcade game requires bringing one of these objects to a
goal. For 10 points, name these objects rolled in that game’s namesake “Madness.”
ANSWER: marbles (prompt on “spheres” or similar)

11. Description acceptable. The thirteen possible difficulties of these things are represented
by a series of icons that includes groups of chickens and rabbits. One collection of these
things was informally known as “No Way!” due to an image that appeared on screen when
accessing them. Touching just the outer edges of a set of objects in these places will cause the
entire set to disappear. A large number of these things are accessible via the use of a physical
technology, though in their first appearance, they were reached by jumping into a giant gold ring.
For 10 points, name these stages that primarily appear in a game that introduced Knuckles.
ANSWER: blue sphere levels (accept reasonable equivalents including Sonic 3 chaos emerald
stages or Sonic & Knuckles chaos emerald stages; prompt on “Sonic bonus stages” or similar)

12. In one level of this game, the player receives a dispatch from a character who built a
hidden wall panel, but can’t remember where she put it. The cover art for this game
depicts its protagonist being chased by a large pair of chattering teeth, which do not appear
anywhere in the game itself but may be a reference to a toothed frog enemy. The phrase
“Thanks To” and several people’s names are spelled out in this game’s 145th level. This
game’s protagonist is attempting prove his worthiness to Melinda the Mental Marvel. The title of
this Atari Lynx launch title refers to both the protagonist and the object he needs to pick up. For
10 points, name this puzzle game about a nerd who collects computer parts.
ANSWER: Chip’s Challenge
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13. One location in this game is an engine room covered in pink goop. A credit sequence in
this game notes that it stars Draggy Ceilingeater as himself. After this game’s protagonist is
questioned about his citizenship, age, and species, he immediately begins dancing. This
game involves acquiring “zorkmids” and a quantity of fruit that reaches “like a billion.” A
text adventure, bullet hell, and a typing teacher are among the genres explored in this game,
whose score automatically uses a least common denominator. For 10 points, name this
increasingly weird 2012 browser game that begins as an ostensibly edutainment-based game,
whose protagonist begins by doing math on a lilypad.
ANSWER: Frog Fractions

14. A bizarre and surprisingly gory ad for this game ends with a man shouting
“TSUBABABABA!!!” A remarkable 2,600 levels are available in the Game Boy Advance
port of this game, which was a GBA launch title. This game’s puzzle mode requires placing
a set number of arrows in the correct places on the ground. Thousands of user-created stages
were available for this game via its online functionality, which was a first for its developer, Sonic
Team. The orange-colored “KapuKapu” eats the title mouse-like creatures in, for 10 points, what
fast-paced Dreamcast puzzle and action game about reaching a flying machine?
ANSWER: ChuChu Rocket!

15. The cover of the NES game Shadowgate depicts a slightly bloodied one of these things.
The final boss of Killer Instinct 2 strongly resembles and is sort of named for one of these
creatures. Two of these creatures are fought atop the Undead Church in Dark Souls. An
underrated series by Capcom that includes Demon’s Crest stars one of these characters
named Firebrand, who first appeared in Ghouls and Ghosts. These things are often the starting
points of “aerial takedowns” in the stealth portions of the Arkham series. For 10 points, name
these creatures who also appeared in a game based on a surprisingly grim 90s cartoon series.
ANSWER: gargoyles

16. A level in this game named “Forced Entry” has a sign that displays “TOO BAD” if the
player is caught by an advancing wall of spikes. This game’s intro claims it tells the story of
“someone too tough to beat.” Heady Metal, a boss comprised of multiple heads stacked
atop each other, appears in several of this game’s 103 possible levels; despite that length, this
game has no save points or password system. This game’s protagonist, whose real name is Casey,
is abducted by the boss of Wild Side, a new game at a local arcade. A samurai helmet and an iron
mask enable some of the numerous transformations of, for 10 points, what Genesis platformer
about a super cool youth?
ANSWER: Kid Chameleon (accept Chameleon Kid)
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17. Description acceptable. A trailer featuring this work depicts a series of creatures
emerging through lightning bolts before they are all magically shrunk. Part of this work is
performed at an ostensible pool party where a fog machine covers all of its guests. Guest
performers in this work include one who claims “I used to play football” and another that
correctly claims “there’s butter on my head.” Those characters in this work allegedly seek a
foodstuff “high in cholesterol.” Laura Shigihara performs this work, in which she claims “I know
your type: tall, dark, and dead.” A dancing sunflower is depicted singing, for 10 points, what
song from the credits of a popular tower defense game involving the undead and various flora?
ANSWER: Zombies On Your Lawn (accept answers like the song from Plants vs. Zombies)

18. An entirely skippable portion of this sequence called the Old Tower contains a model
ship and, though, it’s not part of a Mother game, a Mr. Saturn. The final boss of this
sequence, Wham Bam Rock, is a tribal-looking face with two stone hands. This sequence’s
Crystal Area contains a boss in which a slime and a puppet appear in computer windows.
The Triforce is the last and most valuable item in this sequence, which names an enormous Super
Smash Bros. for Wii U stage that includes minecarts and hides items in chests. A set of 60
treasure chests must be found in, for 10 points, what excellent and somewhat non-linear portion
of Kirby Super Star?
ANSWER: The Great Cave Offensive

19. A card game based on Tekken characters was released exclusively for this console,
whose best game is probably the shoot-em-up Judgement Silversword. A R.O.B.-like robot
partially called the Borg was sold as an accessory to this console, which received one-time
exclusive remakes of the first two Final Fantasy games. This console was the last project of
Game Boy creator Gunpei Yokoi, who died two years before its release. Two d-pads sit on the
right side of this device so it can be held vertically, which was also true of its “Crystal” and
“Color” releases. For 10 points, name this failed handheld by Bandai sort of named for a bird.
ANSWER: WonderSwan

20. An Archie Comics series based on this character reveals that his first wife was killed by
a hitman hired by Godfather Gordon. A video game about this man is adapted from the
Famicom game Mad City and depicts his quest to save Annabelle Lane. It’s not related to
Battletoads, but this character is the protagonist of the only game Captain N couldn’t beat.
The game about this man has a cover depicting him in tattered jeans and holding a large
knife. That game depicts this man in beat-em-up sequences as well as in both driving and light
gun levels, all of which are god damn impossible. For 10 points, name this star of an NES knock
off of Crocodile Dundee set in Louisiana.
ANSWER: Bayou Billy (accept The Adventures of Bayou Billy; prompt on “Billy”)


